Correlating fragility and heterogeneous dynamics in polystyrene through single molecule studies.
Many macroscopic properties of polymers depend on their molecular weight, with one notable example being glass transition temperature: polymers with higher molecular weights typically have higher glass transition temperatures than their lower molecular weight polymeric and oligomeric counterparts. Polymeric systems close to their glass transition temperatures also exhibit interesting properties, showing both high (and molecular weight dependent) fragility and strong evidence of dynamic heterogeneity. While studies have detailed the correlations between molecular weight and fragility, studies clearly detailing correlations between molecular weight and degree of heterogeneous dynamics are lacking. In this study, we use single molecule rotational measurements to investigate the impact of molecular weight on polystyrene's degree of heterogeneity near its glass transition temperature. To this end, two types of fluorescent probes are embedded in films composed of polystyrene ranging from 0.6 to 1364.0 kg mol-1. We find correlation between polystyrene molecular weight, fragility, and degree of dynamic heterogeneity as reported by single molecule stretching exponents but do not find clear correlation between these quantities and time scales associated with dynamic exchange.